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Van Buren, AR—Clinger Holsters has released its newest outside-the-waistband (OWB) holster, which 

was specifically made for concealed carry: the “V2 Ultra-Conceal OWB.” They have been impassioned 

with developing holsters that provide “Deep Concealment” including OWB holsters. OWB holsters are 

notoriously difficult to conceal, however Clinger Holsters’ “V2 Ultra-Conceal OWB,” is changing that.  

 

Their patented “Cling Tab” system pulls the grip in tight when you fasten your belt.  The “V2 Ultra-

Conceal OWB” has two belt bet clips that attach the holster to the belt. These clips can be adjusted to 

modify cant, ride height, and retention.  

 

Clinger Holsters’ concealment solution lies in the two tabs on either side of the holster, which the clips 

are attached to. Their tabs are not just kydex, like other manufacturers—Clinger Holsters’ stiff, kydex 

“Cling Tab” is combined with a leather “Flex Tab.” The “Cling Tab” pulls the grip of the pistol close and 

the “Flex Tab” allows the holster to wrap and flex around the body.  

 

For further concealment, all their holsters have a small foot print. This means that the holster is as small 

and streamlined as possible; smaller kydex holsters are concealed easier than other IWB or OWB holsters. 

The smaller footprint of Clinger Holsters does not trap as much sweat as other holsters. Their models 

have full sweat shields, as well. All their holsters use the best hardware to resist sweat, including: black 

oxide steel hardware. The “V2 Ultra-Conceal OWB” holster has all these features, covered magazine 

release and has a large sight channel.  

 

But one of the greatest things about Clinger Holsters’ OWB is that it can be converted to a usable, and 

more importantly, concealable inside-the-waistband (IWB) holster, which is their flagship model, the “No 

Print Wonder.” For further modulation, the “No Print Wonder” can be converted into their “Stingray” 

model.  

 

Their “V2 Ultra-Conceal OWB” holster sells for $69.99 and comes with a Lifetime Warranty. Clinger 

Holsters supports hundreds of gun models and their website has a new Search by Gun feature to make 

finding your favorite gun model simple; listed first by manufacturer, then gun model.  

 

Clinger Holsters’ Contact Information:  

Clinger Holsters  

1316 Main Street 

Van Buren, AR 72956 

(479) 262-2714  

cs@clingerholsters.com 

ClingerHolsters.com 

 

 


